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Necromancy is an ancient black magic used for the purposes of communing with the dead. It is
believed that practitioners of the dark art may harness the ultimate power of life and death and raise
the departed for their own nefarious, malevolent purposes. It also is alleged that a true necromancer
may realize the ultimate gift of mortality.DEADRAISER is the tale of a present-day practitioner who
achieves what others have been unable to do for centuries -- to raise the dead. The problem is that
he must sacrifice innocent victims in order to maintain his power.Enter Fanchon (Frankie) Manning,
daughter of the late movie star Erika Manning. She is the ideal sacrificial lamb for the
Necromancer's perverse desires. The only thing that stands between the Necromancer and the girl
is Christopher McGuire, a lost soul who long ago has ceased believing in anything. In order to save
the child, he must somehow rediscover his faith and summon the courage to take on the darkest,
most sinister being imaginable.
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I picked this book up on the recommendation of a fellow reader and its FANTASTIC. Old school
horror, with a sophisticated well told prose style made this an extremely enjoyable read. Im not

normally a "horror guy" although I have read my fair share over the years growing up in nigh schoolthis was TOP CLASS entertainment. Its a neat combination of modern day celebrity culture mixture
with old school, solid storytelling. The haunted graveyards, the bizarre undead, and some great
character work make it a real page turner.Imagine TALES OF THE CRYPT mixed with a
mainstream Stephen King 80's horror book, and in that mix you will find DEADRAISER. I eagerly
await Book Two in this series - I'M HOOKED!

I have just finished reading the book and thoroughly enjoyed it. I am actually looking forward to part
2. It moves along at a steady pace and held my attention throughout. I normally feel the need to skip
ahead in books of this genre, because some authors tend to get bogged down in details that are
irrelevant to the plot. Not so with this one and I was taken by surprise at some of the plot twists. I am
excited to find out if my suspicions about the necromancer are correct.

While the pacing and writing are top notch I felt the story is unnecessarily stretched out to create
what will be a four part series. Much of the story deals with the various inhabitants of Jordan's Bank;
a small town filled with stereotypical backwood types. The thorough detail is nice,but I would have
prefered more focus on the mystery surrounding Prudence Martin. The story never puts you in a lull
because of all the interchanging storylines in the narrative. This can become distracting as you are
eager to undertsand what is happening to Frankie and Chris but then you want to know more about
the various characters along the way.I am intrigued to see where the story will go as the mystery
gets stranger as the story progresses before leaving us with a cliffhanger. Hopefully the other parts
will come out soon so I can see where all this will lead. A great read that I feel will only get better.

This is a top notch thriller, I love the light touches of humor, this should be a movie, and in a way, it
hearkens back to the original silent classic Nosferatu, it is being told as a third-person narrative and
I love the nostalgic references to Famous Monsters of Filmland. I can't reccomend this book highly
enough for fans of horror, the Evil Dead movies or anything by George Romero or Stephen King.
The Keeleys are top notch talents on social media, audio/visual media and now literature. There is
nothing this power-couple can't do. NOTHING.

Well when it's Autumn in New England what more could you ask for than Halloween and a little
murder in an old Massachusetts town? With crisp well spaced and narrated chapters, Deadraiser
has everything you can ask for in a horror book, and I feel like this ghost story has officially started

the Halloween season. Growing up in CT, this story brought me back to a lot of the good old fashion
ghost stories and drama I loved growing up. A particular sentence stuck out early on, "I also found
the best way to resolve my obsession with death. It's to live here in the middle of it, morbid as it
sounds..." Ya, that'll send some chills down your leg on the next haunted hayride. For $.99 this is an
ultimate price for hours of amusement and chills. See you all at part 2?

I must say this book definitely grabbed from the start and am eagerly waiting for Part 2. The novel
digs deep into the vintage horror novels everyone knows and loves. Once you get to Jordanâ€™s
Bank it's almost impossible to get out!
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